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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

USEDUSEDUSED Euronorm container 600x400x100 mm - 20L, closed,
used
SKU 64574U

This used Euronorm container (type II) is made of PP plastic. The outer
dimensions are 600x400x100 mm. This stacking bin has a capacity of
20L. The walls and bottom of the container are closed.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material PP

Inside dimension lenght 569

Inside dimension width 366

Inside dimension height 90

Outside dimension lenght 600

Outside dimension width 400

Outside dimension height 100

Volume 20

Product used

Type Euronorm boxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Used Euronorm stacking box of PP plastic with dimensions
600x400x100 mm. The content of this plastic stacking box is 20L. The
internal dimensions are 569x366x90 mm. The own weight of this
stacking box is 1.25 kg. The maximum load capacity of this plastic bin is
20 kg and if you are going to stack these plastic stacking bins, you should
take into account that the lower Euronorm bin can carry 100 kg. 1 VPE is
1 EPAL euro pallet with 80 of these stackable plastic bins on top. A fully
loaded Euro pallet has a height of 2200 mm. PLEASE NOTE : this is a
type II plastic container, only a type II plastic lid with the correct
dimensions will fit. View our entire range of plastic lids here. PLEASE
NOTE: This is a used item, all used items we sell are 100% functional! The
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photo that we display on the website does not guarantee the entire
batch that we have in stock. Products have visible signs of use and some
wear.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/euronorm-container-600x400x100-mm-20l-closed-
used-64574U
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